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Evening & 

Meet the Tutor



Miss Winwood

Director of Progress, KS4
kwinwood@kingsdownschool.co.uk



• A Parents View 
• Introduction – an overview of Year 11
• Preparation and Revision – 5 Strategies, DoLs
• Launch of online learning – maths and science

• Introduction to our new tutor team

This evening



Mrs Leigh-Bennett

Headteacher



Welcome to our 
Year 11 Information 

Evening 





Our pledge to you and your child



Mrs Robertson

Parent



Mrs Lees 

Assistant Headteacher

Year 11 Strategy
rlees@kingsdownschool.co.uk



No disruption to learning in 
the classroom

100% completion of 
homework



• Beat week: sessions to model and practise our 

expectations to ensure we do it right

• In lessons: removal of ACTION. Straight to warning 

and then exit. 

• Homework: same day detention for failed or 

incomplete work

High Expectations



• Frequent Valuable Information from teaching staff

• 2 rounds of mock exams

• A parent’s evenings (sharing of academic reports)

• High levels of support for all students

Year 11 Overview



• Current Attainment

• Prediction

• Attitude to learning

Starting point for the year

Progress Report



• Keeping on top of workload

• Maximising opportunities in controlled assessment

• 100% completion of homework

• Frequent revision

Preparation is Key



Mrs Strett 

Director of Learning 

Human Science
lstrett@kingsdownschool.co.uk

mailto:knorris@kingsdownschool.co.uk


Feedback
The Purpose of Feedback 

We aim to provide students with 
frequent feedback that moves their 

learning forward to make rapid 
progress.



Feedback
Why not always written feedback?

• Those who need most help understand marking 

least. 

• The time gap between when the work was 

done, when it is marked and when students get 

to improve it leads to slower student progress.

• Students don’t always respond to feedback 

meaning they make less progress.



Feedback
How will you receive feedback?

• Whole class feedback
• 1-2-1 conversations with your teacher
• PLCs
• Recall test and exam question marks
• Self assessment of work against criteria.
• Peer assessment of work
• Model answers
• Activities to address areas of misconception.



Feedback

What should you do with feedback?

• Respond immediately.
• Correct or add to work in green pen.
• Talk to your teacher if you don’t 

understand what you are being told.



Example 1



Example 2



Example 3



Mrs Norris 

Director of Learning PACE
knorris@kingsdownschool.co.uk

mailto:knorris@kingsdownschool.co.uk


PLCs

• Follow each 

assessment / mock 

examination.

• Highlight areas of 

strength and areas to 

develop.



Knowledge Organisers

School website:

Quick Links

Year 11 Revision & Exams Portal

• Summarise all of the facts 

that your child needs to 

remember.

• Every Subject has these.

• More condensed than a 

revision guide.



Mrs Edwards

Director of Learning 

Science and Technology
cedwards@kingsdownschool.co.uk

mailto:knorris@kingsdownschool.co.uk


The Theory behind memory
• We must 

understand the fact.

• No more than 4 

facts at a time.

• Links need to be 

made with ideas 

that we already 

understand.

• Re-visit regularly.



Duel Coding

• Visual learning is twice as memorable.

• Verbal and non-verbal learning is 

additive, so most effective when we 

use both!



gcsepod
• Online revision tool.

• Summary videos for 

many topics.

• Useful for aiding 

understanding.

• Useful for aiding memory.

• If need to reset email:
rlees@kingsdownschool.co.uk



Mind maps
• Up to 6 branches.

• One colour for each set 

of branches.

• Capital letters.

• Pictures with words.

• Writing the link along the 

branch.



Mrs Scotford 

Director of Learning 

Communications
lscotford@kingsdownschool.co.uk

mailto:knorris@kingsdownschool.co.uk


• The most popular form of revision and 
learning 

• Very effective when used well
• Much less useful when used or made badly



Bad revision card 
example Cluttered, too 

much info, 

hard to use



1. Put one question or key word on the front
2. Put the answer on the back
3. Use a picture / doodle / visual reminder to 

help you remember it

Write clearly, 

using big 

letters

Don’t take 

ages drawing 

– make them 

quickly

Aim for MANY 

cards, with 

LITTLE on each 

card



Single question 

/ idea / focus



Single answer 

+ doodle

Good revision card: BACK

You either get 

the card 

RIGHT or 

WRONG



If you want more than one piece 
of information...

Note how 

many facts are 

on the back

This helps you 

to be RIGHT or 

WRONG



If you want more than one piece of 
information...

Put on the ‘RIGHT’ pile only if 

you get all 3 facts correct



• Look at the topic / question on the front
• Say your answer out loud
• Check if you are right
• Make two piles: ‘right’ and ‘wrong’
• Come back to your cards repeatedly – especially the 

‘wrong’ pile
• Be organised at home – use elastic bands / clips, and 

have a title card
• Keep your cards safe!



The Forgetting Curve

• We forget 90% within one 
month.

• Every time we revise, our 
knowledge peaks again.

• AND importantly, the rate at 
which we forget slows down!



Mrs Frankland

Head of Maths
afrankland@kingsdownschool.co.uk

mailto:knorris@kingsdownschool.co.uk


Hegarty Expectations- in homework books

• Title of content and clip number 

underlined

• Examples and working out

• At least 80% on quiz

• Score on quiz written at the end of the 

work



Mr Hamilton

Lead Practitioner, Science
chamilton@kingsdownschool.co.uk

mailto:chamilton@kingsdownschool.co.uk














• 100 correct questions per week, accuracy of 60% and 
above

• After school detention (Same day), Home contact, 
Decrease in Progress/Attainment

• Weekly praise leader boards, Treats, Termly prizes, 
Increased Progress/Attainment

Expectations, Consequences & 
Rewards



My question is about a specific subject.

You should always contact your child’s subject teacher

initially if your question relates to a specific subject.

If your question cannot be answered by the subject teacher 

then please contact the Head of Department.

In rare circumstances, if your question has not been 

resolved by the subject teacher or the Head of Department 

then you may wish to contact the Director of Learning who 

oversees this subject area.



My question is about my child’s wellbeing.

If you wish to share information about your child’s wellbeing, 

or you are concerned about your child you should contact 

their form tutor.

If your child’s tutor feels additional support is needed then 

they will forward your question on to

Ms Davis, Year 11 Progress Leader.



Meet the Tutors


